


Every picture tells a story. That is so true, and with the 
quality photos we've gathered and assembled into this 
bird themed bundle, your options for story telling are 
unlimited. But... we've gone a step further and created 
multiple artistic renderings of each photo, so that your 
pictures can have a unique creative flair!

On the top two slides following this description, you will 
be able to samples of the three ways that we have varied 
this pictorial content for your creative use. The sequence is 
as follows: original photo, modern art (simplified or 
abstract), Pointillist and grayscale. 

You get four versions of each individual photo. All images 
are in .JPG format.



Below is a more detailed breakdown of what you will get in 
each collection.

✓ Original Photos (.jpg format) 

✓ Modern Art Version (.jpg format) Simplified or abstract.

✓ Pointillist or Stippled Version (.jpg format) - Color 
speckled and optimized.

✓ Grayscale version (.jpg format)

✓ Restricted Private Label Rights to all of the above. You 
can use them however you like, but you cannot pass on these 
rights (or Resale rights of any type) to others.

✓ This is Premium Proprietary Content -- The only place 
you can get it is here at WOW, and we need to protect its 
exclusivity and long term value by only making it available to 
you – our valued customers.
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This Promotional PowerPoint Presentation of ALL INCLUDED GRAPHICS

.JPG slides of this Presentation to use as graphics, slideshows or in video 

44 Regular Images, 132 Artistically Altered Images – All in .JPG format

You Get Restricted PRIVATE LABEL Rights To All Included Pictorial Content

All of this premium content is available to you for immediate download here. 


